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Synopsis

We remain amidst an ongoing SARS-CoV2 pandemic

Children ARE at risk from acute SARS-CoV2 infection

Children DO develop long COVID and other sequelae

Vaccines are effective in adults and kids, but they are not perfect

Vaccination is particularly important for under 5s over the short and longer terms

The UK remains well behind the curve on children's vaccines

We need a “vaccines plus” strategy; combined immunisation and mitigation



Coronavirus Disease 2019: the long
and the short of it…

Journal of Hepatology 2021 vol. 74 j 168–184
NAT MED, 27:601–15, 2021; NATURE, 594:259–64, 2021;
MEDRXIV, DOI:10.1101/2020.12.24.20248802 2021



We are running out of cheese…



The ongoing SARS-CoV2 pandemic in the UK
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2023: 118479 up
to 25th August





The ongoing SARS-CoV2 pandemic in the UK

2023: >16K up to
1st November

60-70% have
COVID as main
underlying cause





The ongoing SARS-CoV2 pandemic in the UK
Number of People Living with Self-Reported Long Covid 12 Weeks after
Infection in the UK by Age: Feb 5 - Mar 5, 2023 (Source: ONS Prevalence of ongoing symptoms
following coronavirus (COVID-19) infection in the UK Reports)
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SARS-CoV2 evolution and variants







SARS-CoV2 infection of CYP



Why is SARS-CoV2 infection of CYP usually less severe vs
adults?

• No differences in household transmission, ACE2 expression, antibodies vs
other CoVs, or viral load compared to adults

• Hospitalised kids tend to have less robust memory T cell responses, lower
neutralising/Fc-g-receptor activating antibodies

• Age-dependent decrease in interferon g and IL-17 production
• Stronger mucosal innate (and adaptive memory post-vaccine) responses,

confirmed by comparative RNA Seq/cytokine measurement vs adults
• Possibly a narrower, less cytotoxic, adaptive response post-seroconversion

(doesn’t always follow infection)
• Vaccines effective and protect vs. MIS-C (PIMS-TS)



Cell 186, 4597–4614, October 12, 2023

Will CYP innate responses remain protective?



SARS-CoV2 infection of CYP, globally…(data up to Sep’22)

• US >1200 CYP had lost their lives due to COVID, ~same
as annual deaths from all other vaccine-preventable
deaths (~300/yr)

• UNICEF estimated ~17000 lives lost, half in under 10s

• WHO estimates based upon prevalence and COVID
excess deaths up to 60,000 deaths in CYP

• Hence, COVID equivalent to Hib meningitis and almost
as high as measles



16-18 12-15

5-11

Aug 22: kids turning 5 no longer
eligible for primary vaccine
course

Feb 23: The 2021 third/booster
dose closed for 16-49 y.o.

May/Jun 23 Primary courses
ended for all 16-49 y.o. except
for those in “high risk” groups

Boosters (spring for VERY high
risk) in Autumn 2023 for >65s
and high-risk patients

5 y.o.
cutoff

5-15 y.o.
stopped

Alpha Delta Omicron >>>>>



Removal of mitigations coincided with
emergence of Omicron (BA.1, BA.2) and
before 5-11 permitted to be vaccinated



Around half of admissions in under 5’s,
incidental COVID minor component



A U-shaped curve of clinical risk for COVID

A small % of a very large number
(~15M CYP) is still a large number!!!



What does this mean in terms of children being
exposed to infection?

Infections in younger age groups falling with successive Omicron waves…infection-
induced immunity? What would Jenner say?!

Data: ONS Infection survey via “Epiforecasts”



What does this mean in terms of children being
exposed to infection?

Data: ONS Infection survey via “epiforecasts”

Younger age groups have accumulated enough infections for all to have had
COVID twice, compared to once for >70s. Jenner would be fuming…



Which children are being infected more than once?

Reinfections are predominantly in primary
and secondary school kids…likely an
underestimate during Omicron era…



Ø Children & young people
rarely die

Ø ONS listed COVID as 5th
highest cause of death for
females aged 5-19 in 2022

Ø Most child COVID-19
deaths during the Delta &
Omicron waves

Ø 170 certificated deaths
registered by ONS in the
UK since 2020, ~70%
underlying cause

Ø Lag as child deaths are
subject to coroner’s inquiry

Ø 72% do NOT involve
“underlying conditions”

Ø ~18 children/year die from
flu (ONS Nomis age 0-19 to
2020). We vaccinate
children against influenza





But, if kids have been infected, they’re
protected, right?

Omicron is similar enough to previous viruses that it triggers existing vaccine/infection induced antibody responses, yet it is also
different enough that those responses don’t work well…This is known as “original antigenic sin”, or “immune imprinting”…hence,
infection-induced “herd immunity” has not, and will not happen while prevalence and diversity exists as it does now…



Vaccine versus infection-induced immunity
in children

“The rapid decline in protection against
omicron infection that was conferred by

vaccination and previous infection
provides support for booster

vaccination.”

So, infection is better, right?!

5-11 y.o. +/- 1 or 2 doses (paediatric) of Pfizer vaccine

Wrong:
Ø 193K infections, 309 hospitalised, 7 died
Ø 273k vaccinees, 15 hospitalised, 0 died
Ø Lower kids dose, 3 needed for max protection in adults
Ø Protection vs severe disease better than vs infection
Ø Omicron is highly antibody evasive…





• Extreme exhaustion
• Dizziness
• Rashes
• Cognitive Issues
• Headaches / Sickness or nausea
• Pain
• Stomach pain or upset
• PESE
• Mood changes
• Tics
• Neuropsychiatric symptoms (altered

mood, regression, OCD, anxiety)
• Muscle and joint pain or swelling
• Breathlessness



Impact of reinfections on Long COVID…



Impact of reinfections on Long COVID…



Impact of vaccination on Long COVID…



T1D 2019 vs 2020

T1D 2019 vs 2021



We should NOT need a pandemic to reinforce the
importance of cleaning the air…



https://doi.org/10.1038/s41579-021-00535-6

Mitigations & protections, NOT restrictions…



We know what to do, but it isn’t “normal”



Mitigations & protections, NOT restrictions…



Air Pollution Abstracts, Volume 4, Nrs 7–12. Environmental
Protection Agency (US). Air Pollution Control Office.

https://medium.com/@carlvank/luchtreiniging-air-purification-hepa-5dd2c728ef8f

@CarlvKeirsbilck



A lack of mitigations in healthcare settings…

Prof Tom Lawton







Summary – We must vaccinate children and mitigate risks

Ø The pandemic may continue for years, ignoring this
fact has an ongoing human cost

Ø Children remain a major source of transmission, but
also are themselves vulnerable to COVID

Ø We cannot predict SARS-CoV2 evolution…pi???

Ø The highest risk from acute infection is usually (not
always) the first

Ø Under 5’s are exposed to a lesser extent compared to
primary & secondary pupils

Ø Vaccines are safe and effective at the population level

Ø Vaccines protect against long COVID, sequelae?

Ø Future vaccines may

Ø Provide pan-variant protection

Ø Be better at preventing transmission



Thank you…

Prof Christina Pagel Dr Kit Yates Sammie McFarland Nathalie Pearson James Neill

Bob Hawkins



• Created by parents and professionals
whose children are living with Long Covid
the Support Guide is a comprehensive
pack containing evidence-based
resources and information for parents,
families, children, young people, school
staff, education, health and social care
professionals.

• Free to download from
www.longcovidkids.org

• Available to by in our online shop


